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Abstract - We introduce the notion of energy scalable com-
putation on general purpose processors. The principle idea is to
maximize computational quality for a given energy constraint.
The desirable energy-quality behavior of algorithms is dis-
cussed. Subsequently the energy-quality scalability of three dis-
tinct categories of commonly used signal processing algorithms
(viz. filtering, frequency domain transforms and classification)
are analyzed on the StrongARM SA-1100 processor and trans-
formations are described which obtain significant improve-
ments in the energy-quality scalability of the algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

In embedded systems, energy is a precious resource and
must be used efficiently. Therefore, it is highly desirable that
we structure our algorithms and systems in such a fashion
that computational accuracy can be traded off with energy
requirement. At the heart of such transformations lies the
concept ofincremental refinement[1]. Consider the scenario
where an individual is using his laptop for a video telephone
application. Based on the current battery state and overall
power consumption model [2] the system should be able to
predict its uptime. If the battery life is insufficient, the user
might choose to tradeoff some quality/performance and
extend the battery life of his laptop.

Consider another scenario where a distributed sensor net-
work [3] is being used to monitor seismic activity from a
remote basestation. Sensor nodes are energy constrained and
have a finite lifetime. It would be highly desirable to have
energy scalable algorithms and protocols running on the sen-
sor network. The remote basestation should have the capabil-
ity to dynamically reduce energy consumption (to prolong
mission lifetime if uninteresting events have occurred) by
altering the throughput and computation accuracy. This type
of behavior necessitates algorithmic restructuring so that
every computational step leads us incrementally closer to the
output.

Energy-Quality (E-Q) tradeoffs have been explored in the
context of encryption processors [4]. A large class of algo-
rithms, as they stand, do not render themselves to suchE-Q
scaling. Using simple modifications, theE-Q behavior of the

algorithm can be modified such that if the available comput
tional energy is reduced, the proportional hit in quality i
minimal. However, one must ensure that the energy overhe
attributed to the transform is insignificant compared to th
total energy consumption. It may be possible to do a sign
cant amount of preprocessing such that theE-Q behavior is
close to perfect but we might end up with a situation whe
the overall energy consumption is higher compared to t
unscalable system. This defeats the basic idea behind hav
a scalable system viz. overall energy efficiency.

II. ENERGY SCALABILITY EXAMPLE

Consider the simple power series shown in Equation
Such power series are frequently encountered in Tay
expansions used to evaluate transcendental functions.

(1)

A standard implementation of the algorithm would hav
anN-step loop that would multiply the current value of th
computed power ofx with x and accumulate the result iny.
Let us assume we have to computef(2) for N=100. If theki’s
are similar, even afterN-1 steps in the loop, the value accu
mulated iny would be approximately 50% off from the final
value since . In terms ofE-Q performance,
the algorithm does not do well. Assuming that the amount
energy required to evaluatef(2) on a processor isEmax, and
that each step dissipates the same amount of energy (ig
ing inter-instruction effects etc.), we have about 50% comp
tational accuracy after dissipating (N-1)/N.Emax energy.
However, if we had to evaluate f(0.5), the most significan
terms would occur in the first few steps in the loop and theE-
Q behavior would be better. Based on the above analysis,
can conclude that transforming the algorithm, as shown
Table I, will result in the most significant computations
occurring early in the loop as a result of which, the comput
tional energy could be reduced, without taking a significa
hit in accuracy.

TABLE I : POWER SERIES COMPUTATION

Original Algorithm Transformed Algorithm

xpowi = 0.0; y = 1.0;
for( i=1; i<N; i++ ) {

xpowi *= x;
y += xpowi*k[i];

}

if( x>1.0 ) {
xpowi = pow(x,N);
y = k[N]*xpowi+1;
for( i=N-1; i>0; i-- ) {

xpowi /= x;
y += xpowi*k[i]; }

}
else { // original algo
}

y f x( ) 1 k1x k2x
2 … kNx
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Fig. 1 shows theE-Q graphs for the original and modified
power series algorithm. It captures the all the basic ideas. (i)E-
Q behavior is in general data dependent. It is possible to come
up with pathological cases where the transformed algorithm
would have aE-Q behavior very close to the original. However,
from an energy efficiency perspective, its the averageE-Q per-
formance that matters. (ii) It is desirable to have anE-Q graph
above the baseline (E=Q on a normalized scale). This would
imply that marginal returns in accuracy from successive units of
computational energy is diminishing. Therefore, if the available
energy is reduced by 10%, the quality degradation is less that
10%, the lesser, the better. (iii) There is an energy overhead
associated with the transform which should be insignificant
compared to the total energy.

III. FORMAL NOTIONS FOR SCALABILITY

We now formalize the notion of a desirableE-Qbehavior of a
system. TheE-Q graph of an algorithm is the functionQ(E),
representing some quality metric (e.q. mean-square error, peak
signal-to-noise ratio etc.) as a function of the computational
energy . There may exist situations where the
notion of a quality metric is unclear. However, in this paper, we
are dealing with signal processing algorithms where the notion
of a quality metric is usually unambiguous. Consider two algo-
rithms (I and II) that perform the same function. Ideally, from an
energy perspective, II would be a more efficient scalable algo-
rithm compared to I if

(2)

In most practical cases, Equation 2 will not hold over all energy
values. As shown in Table I, there might be a preprocessing
overhead as a result of which the maximum energy consump-
tions might be different for the two cases (i.e.Emax, II > Emax, I).
Nevertheless, as long as the Equation 2 holds over a significant
range of computational energies, overall efficiency is assured.

Let us assume that there exists a quality distributionpQ(x),
i.e. from system statistics we are able to conclude that the pr
ability that we would want a qualityx is pQ(x). A typical quality
distribution is shown in Fig. 2. The average energy consumpt
per output sample can then be expressed as

(3)

whereE(Q) is the inverse ofQ(E). When the quality distribution
is unknown, we would like theE-Q behavior to be maximally
concave downwards (with respect to the energy axis), i.e.

(4)

TheE-Qbehavior suggested by Equation 4 is not always atta
able globally i.e. across as we will see subs
quently. However, on an average case, for a given ene
availability E, we would like the obtainable qualityQ(E) to be
as high as possible.

IV. ENERGY SCALABLE TRANSFORMATIONS

A. Filtering Application

Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtering is one of the mo
commonly used Digital Signal Processing (DSP) operation
FIR filtering involves the inner product of two vectors one o
which is fixed and known as the impulse response,h[n], of the
filter [6]. An N-tap FIR filter is defined by Equation 5.

(5)

Various low power and energy efficient implementations of th
FIR filter have been proposed and implemented [7]. The appr
imate processing techniques proposed in [8] reduce the to
switched capacitance by dynamically varying the filter ord
based on signal statistics.

Fig. 1. E-Q performance of power series algorithm
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Fig. 2. E-Q formal notions
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However, when we analyze the FIR filtering operation from a
pure inner product perspective, it simply involvesN multiply
and accumulate (MAC) cycles. For desiredE-Q behavior, the
MAC cycles that contribute most significantly to the outputy[n]
should be done first. Each of the partial sums, ,
depends on the data sample and therefore its not apparent which
ones should be accumulated first. Intuitively, the partial sums
that are maximum in magnitude (and can therefore affect the
final result significantly) should be accumulated first. Most FIR
filter coefficients have a few coefficients that are large in magni-
tude and progressively reduce in amplitude. Therefore, a simple
but effectivemost-significant-first transforminvolves sorting the
impulse response in decreasing order of magnitude and reorder-
ing the MACs such that the partial sum corresponding to the
largest coefficient is accumulated first as shown in Fig. 3.
Undoubtedly, the data sample multiplied to the coefficient might
be so small as to mitigate the effect of the partial sum. Neverthe-
less, on an average case, the coefficient reordering by magnitude
yields a betterE-Q performance than the original scheme (See
Appendix A for proof). Fig. 4 illustrates the scalability results
for a low pass filtering of speech data sampled at 10kHz using a
128-tap FIR filter whose impulse response (magnitude) is also
outlined. The average energy consumption per output sample
(measured on the StrongARM SA-1100 [5] operating at 1.5V
power supply and 206MHz frequency) in the original scheme is
5.12µJ. Since the initial coefficients are not the ones with most
significant magnitudes theE-Q behavior is poor. Sorting the
coefficients and using a level of indirection (in software that
amounts to having an index array of the same size as the coeffi-
cient array), theE-Q behavior can be substantially improved. It
can be seen that fluctuations in data can lead to deviations from
the ideal behavior suggested by Equation 4, nonetheless overall
concavity is still apparent. The energy overhead associated with
using a level of indirection on the SA-1100 was only 0.21µJ
which is about 4% of the total energy consumption. Fig. 5
shows the ratio of the energy consumed in the unsorted system
to the sorted system for a given quality.

In FIR filtering, the input data samples are unknown a prio
The partial sum which is most significant is not complete
deterministic until all of them have been computed. Mo
sophisticated schemes could involve sorting both the data s
ples and the coefficients and using two levels of indirection
perform the correct inner product first by picking up the parti
sum corresponding to the largest coefficient, then the one co
sponding to the largest data sample and so on. The overh
associated with such a scheme involves real time sorting
incoming samples. Assuming that we have a presorted d
array at timen, the next data samplex[n+1] can be inserted into
the right position using a binary search type technique whi
can be done inO(logN). The scalability gains might not be sub
stantial compared to the simpler scheme discussed before. H
ever, in applications such as autocorrelation which involves
inner product of a data stream with a shifted version of itse
sorting both the vectors in the inner product would yield signi
cant improvements inE-Q behavior.

Fig. 3.  FIR filtering with coefficient reordering
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Fig. 4. E-Q graph for original and transformed FIR filtering
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B. Image Decoding Application

The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), which involves
decomposing a set of image samples into a scaled set of dis-
crete cosine basis functions, and the Inverse Discrete Cosine
Transform (IDCT), which involves reconstructing the sam-
ples from the basis functions, are crucial steps in digital
video [9]. The 64-point, 2-D DCT and IDCT (used on 8x8
pixel blocks in of an image) are defined respectively as

(6)

(7)

DCT is able to capture the spatial redundancy present in an
image and the coefficients obtained are quantized and com-
pressed. Most existing algorithms attempt to minimize the
number of arithmetic operations (multiplications and addi-
tions) usually relying on the symmetry properties of the
cosine basis functions (similar to the FFT algorithm) and on
matrix factorizations [10]. TheE-Q behavior of these algo-
rithms are not good as they have been designed such that
computation takes a minimal yet constant number of opera-
tions. The Forward Mapping-IDCT (FM-IDCT) algorithm,
proposed in [11] can be shown to have anE-Q performance
with is much better than other algorithms. The algorithm is
formulated as follows

(8)

wherexi, j are the reconstructed pels,Xi, j are the input DCT
coefficients, and is the 64x64 constant reconstruction
kernel. The improvedE-Q behavior of the FM-IDCT algo-
rithm can be attributed to the fact that most of the signal
energy is concentrated in the DC coefficient (X0, 0) and in
general in the low-frequency coefficients as shown in Fig. 7.
Instead of reconstructing each pixel by summing up all its
frequency contributions, the algorithm incrementally accu-

mulates the entire image based on spectral contributio
from the low to high frequencies.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 illustrate theE-Q behavior of the FM-
IDCT algorithm. It is obvious from Fig. 8 that almost 90%
image quality can be obtained from as little as 25% of th
total energy consumption. In terms of the overhead requi
ment, the only change that is required is that we now need
store the IDCT coefficients in a transposed fashion (i.e.
the low frequency components first and so on).
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Fig. 6. E-Q graph for FM-IDCT vs normal IDCT
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C. Classification using Beamforming

Beamforming algorithms can be used to aggregate highly
correlated data from multiple sensors into one representative
signal. The advantages of beamforming is twofold. First, beam-
forming is used to enhance the desired signal while interference
or uncorrelated sensor noise is reduced. This leads to an
improvement in detection and classification of the target. Sec-
ond, beamforming reduces redundant data through compression
of multiple sensor data into one signal. Fig. 9 shows a block dia-
gram of a wireless network of M sensors utilizing beamforming
for local data aggregation.

We have studied various beamforming algorithms that fall
under the category of “blind beamforming’’ [12]. These beam-
formers provide suitable weighting functions,wi(n), to satisfy a
given optimality criterion, without knowledge of the sensor
locations. In this paper we will show energy scalability for one
particular blind beamforming algorithm, the Least Mean
Squares (LMS) beamforming algorithm. The LMS algorithm
uses a minimum mean squared error criterion to determine the
appropriate array weighting filters. This algorithm is considered
an optimum algorithm, and is highly suitable for power aware
wireless sensor networks [13].

We will now show how algorithmic transformations can be
used to improve theE-Q model for LMS beamforming. Fig. 10
shows our testbed of sensors for this example. We have an array
of 6 sensors spaced at approximately 10 meters, a source at a
distance of 10 meters from the sensor cluster, and interference at
a distance of 50 meters. We want to perform beamforming on
the sensor data, measure the energy dissipated on the Stron-

gARM SA-1100, calculate the matched filter output (quality
and provide a reliable model of theE-Q relationship as we vary
the number of sensors in beamforming.

In Scenario 1, we will perform beamforming without an
knowledge of the source location in relation to the senso
Beamforming will be done in a pre-set order <1,2,3,4,5,6
The parameter we will use to scale energy is n, the number
sensors in beamforming. Asn is increased from 1 to 6, there is a
proportional increase of energy. As the sensor moves from lo
tion A to B we take snapshots of theE-Q curve, shown in
Fig. 11. This curve shows that with a preset beamforming ord
there can be vastly differentE-Q curves, which leads to a very
poor energy-quality model. When the source is at location
the beamforming quality is only at maximum when sensors
and 6 are beamformed. Conversely, when the source is at lo
tion B, the beamforming quality is close to maximum afte
beamforming 2 sensors. Therefore, for this setup, since theE-Q
curve is highly data dependent, an accurateE-Q model for LMS
beamforming is not possible.

An intelligent alternative is to perform some initial pre-pro
cessing of the sensor data to determine the desired beamform
order for a given set of sensor data. Intuitively, we want
beamform the data from sensors which have higher sig
energy to interference energy. Using themost-significant-first
transform, which was proposed earlier, theE-Q scalability of
the system can be improved.. To find the desired beamform
order, first the sensor data energy is estimated. Then the se
energies are sorted using a quicksort method. The quicksort
put determines the desired beamforming order. Fig. 12 show
block diagram of the transformed system.

Fig. 9.  Beamforming for data aggregation
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In Scenario 2, we apply themost-significant-first transform
to improve theE-Q curves for LMS beamforming. Fig. 13
shows theE-Q relationship as the source moves from location A
to B. In this scenario, we can ensure that theE-Q graph be
monotonically increasing, thus improving ourE-Q models.
However, there is a price to pay in computation energy. If the
energy cost required to compute the correlation and quicksort
was large compared to LMS beamforming, then the extra scal-
ability is not worth the effort. However, in this case, the extra
computational cost was 8.8mJ of energy and this overhead is
only 0.44% of the total energy for LMS beamforming (for the 2
sensor case).

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced the notion of energy scalable computa-
tion in the context of signal processing. Algorithms that render
incremental refinement of a certain quality metric such that the
marginal returns from every additional unit of energy is dimin-
ishing are highly desirable in embedded applications. Using
three broad classes of signal processing algorithms we have
demonstrated that using simple transformations (with insignifi-
cant overhead) the Energy-Quality (E-Q) behavior of the algo-
rithm can be significantly improved. In general, we have
concluded that doing the most significant computations first
enables computational energy reduction without significant hit
in output quality.
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APPENDIXA

The proof as to why sorting the filter coefficients would on an
average produce a betterE-Q behavior is as follows. Assume

that there areN bins corresponding to ourN-tap filter and as the
input data streams in, the partial products corresponding to e
of the taps are accumulated in the corresponding bin. Let {x1,
x2, ... xM} represented the flipped and shifted data samples. F
a given filter coefficienthk, the accumulated partial products in
the bin is with an expected value which is
independent of a particular tap (assumingM is fairly large).
Therefore, the magnitude of a partial product, on an average
larger if hk is larger and sorting the coefficients will result in th
most significant partial products being accumulated first.
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